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Agile 101

What is Agile

Glossary: Agile, Lean, Scrum, Sprint, Design Thinking
•

Agile and Lean are technically different things, but it’s okay to consider them similar – experimental &
iterative approaches for highly uncertain challenges.

•

Lean Manufacturing (Lean TQM) and Lean Startup are technically different things, but it’s okay to
consider both as Lean.

•

Scrum is one of the most popular Agile implementation frameworks.
Sprint is a Scrum terminology. It’s what the iteration cycle in Scrum is called.

•

Loop Design Thinking in the Agile bucket too, as again it’s in the same spirit.

•

To summarize, consider: Lean ≈ Agile > Scrum > Sprint and
Design Thinking ⋲ Agile

•

There are further derivatives such as Design Sprints and USM (User Story Mapping), which are again purpose driven tools that have there
own valid use (I use them both too). XP (Extreme Programing), Kanban (not to be confused with Lean Manufacturing’s Kanban) etc. are
software development framework alternatives to Scrum.

•

Scaled Scrum or Scrum of Scrums is looking like a battle of methodologies with LeSS, SAFe, Nexus, Prince2 etc. each claiming superiority.

Is Agile a fad?
•

Agile did not invent trial and error.

•

In fact, PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act, W. Edwards Deming, 1950), OODA (Observe-Orient-Decide-Act, John Boyd,
1976) and many more thoughts on trial and error going all the way back to Socrates (circa 400BC) and Confucius
(circa 500BC), all teach the same.

•

They are all models of experimentation & iteration.

•

By default, we humans don’t like trial and error – it’s a biological trait stemming from our survival instincts of
uncertainty avoidance and resistance to change. Meanwhile, risk taking is rewarding, and the probability of
success from risk taking increases through trial and error – that’s a fact from pre-historic times. That’s why
throughout history many strings of experimental and iterative models have emerged as each is a new attempt to
get better at trial and error.

•

Agile is just one such latest attempt to get experimentation & iteration right. It doesn’t matter what it’s called –
the spirit is same.
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Why Agile?

(1) Agile is an antidote to waterfall project management
Waterfall
Project Management

vs

Agile
Product Development

One waterfall

vs

Many Sprint iterations

No testing until completed

vs

Many Small test with MVPs

The ambivalent nature of Agile product development
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(2) Agile is an antidote to the vertical organization
Traditional
Organization

• Centralized hierarchical structure
• Leaders make strategic decisions
• Middle managers make tactical decisions
and gives instructions
• Rank & file execute and deliver
• Functional silos

vs

Agile
Organization

• Decentralized network structure
• Self-organization
• Team makes its own decisions
• Leaders and managers as
facilitators and coaches
• Cross-functional teams

Soft reason, why Agile?
Because we need a new way to lead in the
age of networked knowledge workers.
Social and digital is accelerating the service economy transformation in our world –
the essence of Globalization.
In the service economy, the competitive advantage is knowledge (including skills and
expertise) and connectivity (access to resources – technology is the enabler). At the
individual worker level, professional development is naturally gravitating to these
two attributes.

Innovate or die from obsolesce – this is the reality that organizational leaders face
today. And the world is now way to complex for a single master mind leader to know
what to do. Survival of the organization depends on how well leaders can tap into
the collective intelligence and drive of today’s professional – the networked
knowledge worker.
The new organization needs to follow the amorphous nature of the knowledge
workers’ networks. It’s time to evolve from the traditional vertical, hierarchical
organization, to a more cross-functional, networked organization.

Soft reason, why Agile?
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Visual conceptual adaptation of Maslow, A. H. (1969). Theory Z. The Journal of Transpersonal Psychology, 1(2), 31-47.

• Personal mastery is strong
intrinsic motivation for selfactualization. When our
autonomy is respected, we
take strong pride in our work.
• When we group, it’s natural
for us to go over and beyond
for the collective good; i.e.
self-transcendence. Our
strong sense of belonging,
powers self-organization.
• Trust, is at the heart of agile.
When we believe in our ability
to work autonomously and
self-organize, we tap into the
highest forms of human
motivation.

Hard reason, why Agile?
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It doesn’t stop here

Agile DE-RISKS
Agile MAKES MONEY

Now you can MILK
THE COW

High risk,
high return
opportunity

Agile Scrum

Scrum: the most popular implementation framework in Agile
• Started as a software development framework, but wide application today; e.g. applied
to business, operations.
• A time-constraint approach where work is delivered in short (typically 2 week
“Sprints”) iterations.
• A team based approach: Scrum Teams are comprised of 3 to 9 Development Team
(“DT”) members, one Scrum Master (“SM”), and one Product Owner (“PO”).
• The SM is the “how” guy. The PO is the “what” guy. Both SM and PO are not bosses
(not managers). Scrum Teams self-organize.

Images courtesy of sp-studio.de. Character concepts by Ron Eringa.

Scrum is a lightweight framework for developing complex products
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Scrum – Sprint Planning
• Have Product Backlog refined and prioritized
Think of everything that would be needed in the product. User Stories are
helpful ways of expressing the value of Product Backlog items.

• Estimate work
Estimate how much effort it will take each Product Backlog item to get
done. Use Planning Poker etc.

User Story:
As a [user],
I want [what],

so that [value].

• Pull Product Backlog items into the Sprint Backlog
What are the items that have the biggest business impact, that are most
important to the customer, that can make the most money, and are the
easiest to do?

• Decide what To Do in the coming Sprint
Only put in what can be done within the Sprint. Definition of Done for each
Product Backlog item is a prerequisite.

Planning Poker cards with Fibonacci numbers

Scrum Board (Kanban Board)
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Scrum – Daily Scrum (a.k.a. daily stand-up)
• Everyday, same time, 15 minutes
• Everyone shares 3 things
✓ What work was done yesterday?
✓ What work is planned for today?

✓ Any impediments in the way?

Alternatively, the team can also go through in sequence of the
Done and To Do items on the Kanban Board. This can be a
better format if multiple team members are involved in the
work for each Scrum Board item.

• The Scrum Master is not the boss (nor the Product Owner)
The Scrum Master doesn’t give instructions to the Development Team what to do. As a matter of fact, the Daily Scrum
is required only for the Development Team. The Scrum Master does not have to facilitate.

• Not a status update meeting
Status updates just give snap shots. What’s important is to check-in if all is flowing. If someone is stuck, fellow team
members come in to help, and the Scrum Master facilitates removal of the impediment where necessary. Even if
everything is going well, there’s still room for improvement. Let the team speak up.

Scrum – Sprint Review

• The end of Sprint “what” meeting

• Scrum Team invites stakeholders, partners, customers to attend
• PO facilitates
• Scrum Team will showcase what was built and released, often as a demo

• PO is responsible for asking real feedback, not just pat on backs
• Feedback is to be incorporated back into product design, and consequently Backlog
rebuilding

Scrum – Sprint Retrospective

• The end of Sprint “how” meeting
• Only Scrum Team attends

• SM facilitates
• The purpose of the Sprint Retrospective is to:
✓ Inspect how the last Sprint went with regards
to people, relationships, process, and tools;

✓ Identify and order the major items that went
well and potential improvements; and,
✓ Create a plan for implementing
improvements to the way the Scrum Team
does its work.

Diagram by Brinker, Scott, Hacking Marketing: Agile Practices to Make
Marketing Smarter, Faster, and More Innovative, Wiley, 2016.

Scrum Roles

Scrum Team
The Scrum Team consists of a Product Owner, the Development Team, and a
Scrum Master, each role with a different focus and accountability. Scrum Teams
are self-organizing and cross-functional. Cross-functional teams have all
competencies needed to accomplish the work without depending on others not
part of the team.
Product Owner
The Product Owner is responsible for maximizing the value of the product
resulting from work of the Development Team.

Development Team
https://www.scrum.org/resources/blog/roles-scrum

The Development Team consists of professionals who do the work of delivering a
potentially releasable Increment of “Done” product at the end of each Sprint.
Scrum Master

Scrum does not specify these roles as being full
time, part time, etc. It is left out on purpose.

The Scrum Master is responsible for promoting and supporting Scrum as defined
in the Scrum Guide. Scrum Masters do this by helping everyone understand Scrum
theory, practices, rules, and values.

Scrum Roles

https://www.scrum.org/resources/blog/roles-scrum

A lot can go wrong with Scrum

• The Spiritless Scrum: Sprints as Mini-Waterfalls
• Territorial Scrum
• Scrum Master in Command

• Sprint Till You Drop

https://agile-od.com/lean-agile/sprint-till-you-drop-andthree-other-tales-of-scrum-gone-wrong

Common pitfalls of Scrum
• That’s actually “scrummy,” not real Scrum
•

Scrum rules and framework not observed

•
•
•
•

Sprints stretch, shrink, stop-and-go
Scrum team is more than 9 people
There are fly-in fly-out members
Sprint Review is just a status update – no incremental release of value

• Attempting to use Scrum for project management
•

Agile is for product development

• Product Owner is the boss, Scrum Master is the manager
•

There are no bosses in a Scrum team. The PO and SM are servant leaders.

• Stakeholders and reporting lines are asking for date commitments, KPIs etc.
•

From Waterfall predictive planning to Agile adaptive planning – stakeholders and
reporting lines need to be Agile trained and aligned too

Scrum Master
EXPERT

Evolutionary Path of the Scrum Master
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https://www.scrum.org/resources/blog
/evolution-scrum-master

Product Owner
Evolutionary Path of the Product Owner

ENTREPRENEUR
SPONSOR
BUSINESS
REPRESENTATIVE

PROXY

Scribe

https://www.scrum.org/resources/blog
/evolution-product-owner

Development Team
Evolutionary Path of the
Development Team

WOLFPACK

FAMILY

TEAM

STORM
GROUP

https://www.scrum.org/resources/blog
/evolution-development-team

Warning: There is a temporary loss of productivity when learning agile

productivity

▪ J-curve effect: there is a learning curve to agile.
▪ If not addressed and expectation managed upfront…
• This is counterproductive. I don’t get the point.
• It’s so painful, why can’t we do it our normal way?

• Why are we doing this? It’s a waste of time.
• I don’t believe this is a good idea. Count me out.
• Agile doesn’t work.
time

And unless agile is learned and practiced properly, there is no productivity gain

• Source: https://agileod.com/leanagile/missing-expertisein-scrum-team
• Two excellent follow up
reads:
• https://www.mendix.c
om/blog/the-road-toadopting-scrum-teamcomposition
• https://www.scrum.or
g/forum/scrumforum/6531/settingscrum-team

Scrum RACI: Proper Scrum Team setup requires boundaries
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Advice: If you’re going to do Scrum, do it properly
A lot can go wrong with Scrum
Reference reading (find them on https://agile-od.com/insight)

Not doing “full” Scrum is a choice
•

Incrementally adopting elements of Scrum into the current team process is a wise move too:
•

Daily Standup

•

Kanban Board

•

Working in timeboxes (Sprints)

•

Team retrospectives
•
•

•

Note that you can’t call your team process Scrum unless all Scrum rules and framework are observed.
Scrum is Scrum only when it’s “full” Scrum.

At the end of the day, a team that’s full of the agile spirit is a hundred times more effective
than a “spiritless” Scrum Team
•

Of course, a performing Scrum team will be realizing the full agile spirit and that would as powerful as
teamwork can be

There are other choices of capital A “Agile” too

Build

Scrum

Lean
Startup
Learn

Empathize

Measure

Test

Define

Design
Thinking
Prototype

Ideate

Consideration points for adopting Scrum
•

Are we tackling a complex adaptive challenge? Can we quantify our work as product
development?

•

What’s our team formation?

•

Will our managers be able to convert to servant leaders like a PO and SM?

•

Will our stakeholders and reporting lines understand our new ways of working? Instead of
deadlines and KPIs, will they be satisfied with incremental release and demonstration of value
in regular cadences? Will we receive fair recognition for our performance?

•

Are we ready to commit to Scrum training? Not just the PO and SM, but everybody in the
Scrum Team? And can we have our stakeholders and reporting lines receive Agile training too
so we can have alignment?

Common Agile Traps

Is Agile a methodology?

methodology

approach, framework,
modality, mindset, style,
attitude, a way, spirit,
culture
Agile is process driven, but not fixed process.

The Spirit of Agile
Relentless pursuit of
customer value

Failure is welcome

Accept uncertainty

No one gets blamed
for trying and failing

Build, Measure, Learn

Leaders & managers as
coaches & facilitators

Incremental iteration

Cross-functional teams

Trust in autonomy

Self-organized teams

Capital “A” Agile and lower case “a” agile/agility
Agile

agility

Learning

Adapt and iterate

Yes

Yes

Learning

Experiment

Yes

Yes

Learning

Fail fast, learn fast

Yes

Yes

Learning

Perform under uncertainty and ambiguity

Yes

Yes

Org

Stakeholder and customer collaboration

Yes

Encouraged

Org

Cross-functional teams

Yes

Encouraged

Org

Empowered, autonomous, self-organized teams
(vs teams with line managers)

Yes

Encouraged

Org

Leaders and managers as coaches and facilitators
(vs leaders and managers as decision makers and
instruction providers)

Yes

Encouraged

Process

Product development mindset (vs project management)

Yes

Encouraged

Process

Customer/user centricity

Yes

Yes

Process

Process framework driven

Yes

Encouraged

Process

Time-boxed or capacity controled

Yes

Encouraged

Process

Adaptive planning (vs predictive, fixed plans)

Yes

Yes

Process

Continuous improvement

Yes

Yes

Process

Empiricism (evidence, fact, data driven management)

Yes

Yes

Process

Design driven

Encouraged

Encouraged

Agile and agility
Behavior
Behavior
Behavior
Behavior
Process
Process
Process
Process
Org
Org
Org
Org

Process
Process
Process
Process

Experiment
Adapt and iterate
Fail fast, learn fast
Perform under uncertainty and ambiguity
Customer/user centricity
Adaptive planning (vs predictive, fixed plans)
Continuous improvement
Empiricism (evidence, fact, data driven management)
Stakeholder and customer collaboration
Cross-functional teams
Empowered, autonomous, self-organized teams
(vs teams with line managers)
Leaders and managers as coaches and facilitators
(vs leaders and managers as decision makers and
instruction providers)
Process framework driven
Time-boxed or capacity controled
Product development mindset (vs project
management)
Design driven

Agile
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

agility
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Encouraged
Encouraged
Encouraged

Yes

Encouraged

Scrum is in the
capital “A” Agile zone

agility
for the whole
organization

Agile
Yes
Yes
Yes

Encouraged
Encouraged
Encouraged

Encouraged

Encouraged

zone

Agile Transformation Challenge: Organizational Alignment

Supported
from Above
Driven from
Below

Image by: Henrik Kniberg | Concept by: Stephen Bungay “Art of Action”

Waterfall Agile

https://agile-od.com/lean-agile/waterfall-agile

Algorithmic task handling vs Heuristic (trial & error) problem solving
We often confuse Complicated, with Complex
Easy to
duplicate
results

simple

Many expert steps
required, yet
predictable results

complicated

algorithmic task
handling

Known ways to do and
confidence in satisfactory
outcome, but details of
outcome unpredictable.

complex

Both how to do
and outcome
unpredictable

chaotic

heuristic
problem solving

The crux of the problem is, we tend to attempt solving complex problems, algorithmically.

Again, agile can be intimidating…
Waterfall
Project Management

Agile
Product Development

output

outcome

thereafter
second step
first step
time

time

We are very good at planning and making lists
horizontal thinking

Linear thinking:

vertical
thinking

Pro tip:

▪

What’s good?
▪ Systematic, organized, intuitive
▪ Tried and tested, consistent
▪ Does the job

▪

What’s the problem?
▪ Are all options explored?
▪ Is that the only way?
▪ How do I know what’s missing?

The opportunity loss of linear thinking is costly (and the
worst part is that you can’t see it, so you don’t realize it).

People typically do either list making or planning, and not both. By doing both, i.e. list making then planning, we’re already one step closer
to lateral thinking.

Linear thinking gets us stuck.

Try lateral, divergent & convergent, and mosaic thinking.
Lateral thinking
(parallel thinking)

Divergent & convergent thinking

Mosaic thinking

• Lean ≈ Agile
• Design Thinking ⋲ Agile

Lean: Lean Manufacturing & Lean Startup
Popular Lean Manufacturing Terminology
•

Kanban (かんばん)

•

Muda, Muri, Mura (むだ、むり、むら): waste

•

Genchi-Genbutsu (現地現物)

•

Gemba (現場)

•

Kaizen (改善): continuous improvement

•

Kakushin (革新)

Popular Lean Startup Terminology
•

Build, measure, learn

•

Persevere, tweak or pivot

Read the summary here:

Common Lean values as generally known today
•

Reduction of waste: Focus on value creating activity and elimination of
anything that doesn’t contribute to value

•

Iteration: Build-measure-learn and continuous improvement

•

Localized activity: Genchi, Gemba (where the customer is or at the production
floor) and allowing product strategy to be determined thorough local
experimentation, and the spirit of “get out of the building”

Design Thinking

Design Thinking, Tom Kelly et al.
Image created by Takeshi Yoshida, 2018

Design Thinking is process driven

Process driven doesn’t mean it
has to be sequential

Empathize

(This is how our brains work)

Test

Define
Creativity
in steps

FEEL
your
customer

Prototype

Ideate

Design
Thinking

TEST &
MEASURE

THINK
what problem
to solve

BUILD

IMAGINE

Your idea into
something that
can be tested

what you can
do to solve the
problem

Hybrid Agile Example
Combining Design Thinking’s strength on ideation, and Scrum’s powerful iterative building

Read the article here:

Agile is a high order synthesis of Flexibility and Discipline

Leading an Agile Orgnization

The Three Competencies of Mastering Complex Product Development

Product

Epic

Integration
Competency
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Architect)

Management
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Story

(Leader)
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✓ Content Competency
(Expert)

The Three Competencies of a Functional Expert Leader
3. How about general
management work?

Product / Service

Epic

People & Process
Management
Competency

Integration
Competency
(Designer,
Architect)

Story

(Tribe Leader)

T a s

k

2. And you’re the
expert of experts

✓ Content Competency
(Subject Matter Expert)

1. You love what you do

Staff Competency and Span of Control

LOW COMPETENCY
Individuals

HIGH COMPETENCY
Individuals
HIGH CONTROL

I feel rescued, safe

I feel judged,
what’s the point

I feel supported

I don’t feel trusted,
I feel incompetent

I feel dumped on,
not respected

I am delegated, I have
clarity, I know what’s
expected of me

I feel abandoned,
alone, drowning

I am trusted,
empowered, I feel I
am growing, thriving
LOW CONTROL

HIGH
AUTONOMY

HIGH
SUPPORT
LOW
COMPETENCY

HIGH
COMPETENCY
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A Pretty Good Summary of Lean,
Agile, Scrum

Lean, Lean Manufacturing, Lean
Startup: Explained

Try Design Thinking + Scrum: A
Powerful Hybrid Agile Approach

Strategy Session Facilitation with
Design Thinking + Liberating Structures

Waterfall Agile: Addressing the Irony of
Delivering Agile Transformation with
Waterfall

Knowing to Stop, a
Confucius Teaching

Radical Candor, My Go To
Feedback Routine

How to Get Scrum Right on First
Attempt: Single Sprint Scrum Pilot

Innovation Manager’s Toolkit

Ambidextrous Organizations
Explained

